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Shahjehan Syed Karim Business Incubation Centre (SSK-BIC)

Vision
To become a seat of livelihood opportunities for the youth

Mission Statement
SSK-BIC aspires to channelize the pursuits in research and innovation into avenues that provide livelihood opportunities of the youth of the country. It advocates inculcating a conducive to entrepreneurship environment and providing necessary resources fostering sustainable businesses

We produce employers, not employees!
SSK Business Incubation Center Cycle

SSK-BIC activities will revolve around the following cycle to ensure successful research, product development and sustainment.
Dr. Ahmer Syed Karim (ASK) 500,000 Grant Challenge
A business/product that must be:

✓ Innovative
✓ Preferably, tech-based
✓ Involving a pre-concept research base
✓ A fully formed, cohesive team (min 3-max 5)
Dr. ASK Grant Challenge Procedure

*Competition Grants will be awarded to support, undergraduate and graduate students, creative and innovative ideas.*

**Three steps to win a 500,000 Grant Challenge!!**

**01 Apply online**
Begin your journey from an innovative idea to the award of 500,000 Grant

**02 Compete to qualify**
30 shortlisted applicants will pitch their ideas at the Concept 500,000 Semi-Finals, in front of a panel of judges. A five minute presentation will convince them that you are among the 10 finalists

**03 Win the grant**
Finalists will be invited to pitch at the Concept 500,000 Finals and compete for the grants out of which 5 will be selected for the grant and will be invited to participate in SSK-BIC

“...If I get an idea next week, I’ll do something. If not, I won’t do a damn thing...” Warren Buffet
Dr. ASK 500,000 Grant Challenge

Dr. ASK 500,000 pitch competition will be completely virtual! Apply with your innovative idea to compete with other students to win a Grant to help turn your idea into a reality.

Eligibility Criteria

“A big business always starts small”

- A team and not individuals
- Enrolled in an HEC recognized university
- Students of final year or graduating this spring semester OR Graduates of an HEC recognized university in the past one year
Dr. Ahmer S. Karim (ASK)
PKR. 500,000
Grant Challenge!

Last Date to Register
12th April, 2021

Dr. Ahmer S. Karim (ASK) 500K Grant Challenge
Hurry Apply Now! ssk-bic.iobm.edu.pk